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1882 SAMUEL OALDWELL AND SARAH
Oct.16 17

CALDWELL Plaintiffs ....
APPELLANTS

1883
AND

Jan 12

TEE STADACONA FIRE AND LIFE

SURCE COMPANY De- RESPONDENTS

fndants

ON APPEAL FROM THE SUPREME COURT OF NOVA SCOTIA

Fire InsurcsneePolicyTerm2nafron by CompanySrendr-

WaiverEstoppel--.Hu8band and wife__Insurable interest in

wifes propertyTenant for life_Damages

effected insurance on C.s property on whibh he helda mor.tgag

under authority from and in the name of with loss payable to

himself During the continuance of the policy the company

notified that the insurance would be terminated and advised

him to insure elsewhere Such noticO also stated that unearned

premiutas wOuld be returned bat no payment or tender of

same was made according to Ondittons policy took policy

to agent of insurers who was also agent of the Ins Co and

left it with him directing him to put risk in latter company

No receipt was given and property was destroyed by fire im

mediatOly after Company resisted payment on the gthtmd

that policy was surrendered and cohtended on the trini in

addition that had parted with his interest in the property by

giving deed to one who had re-conveyed to C.s wife and

that proper proofs of loss had not been given claiming in reply

to plea of waiver in regard to such proofs that such w.iver

should have been in writing according to condition in the

policy Theyhad refused to return policy on deniand

Held__reversing the judgment of the court below Fournier dis

senting that had an insurable interest in the property at the

time of the loss as the husband of the owner in fee and tenant

by the courtesy initiate and having had also an insurable interest

when the insurance was effected the policy was not avoided by

the deed to

PRnssNTSir William Ritchie and Strong Fournier

Henry and Gwynne JJ
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That the company by wrongfully witholding the policy wer.e eatop 1$83

ped from claiming that proofs of loss had not been given

according to endorsed condition and were equally estoed
from setting up the condition requiring waiver of such proofs to Sico
be in writing if such condition.applied towaiverof proofa of loss

That the.measure.of damages recoverable by tenant frlifŁ othe
insured premises is the full valneof sucEpramises tg th eteut
of the sum insured

Per Fournier dissenting that the seading ofi the ciroular by the

company and compiiance witl its t.erm by th as13re in

giving up the policy to the con3panys agent was surrender of

said policy and plaintifftherefore could not recover

Under the practice in Nova Scotia where the wife is improper1y

joined as coplaintiff with the husbarnt the suit does.not abae
but the wifes name must be struck out of tfle r.ecQrd and the

case determined as if brought by the husband alone

APPEAL from decision of the Supreme Court of

Nova Scotia setting aside verdict for the plaintiffs

and ordering non-suit The facts of the case are fully

stated in the judgments delivered by the court

.1 Gormully for the appellants

The respondents are estopped frora setting the

defence of want of proof of loss within tirne specified

First by their wrongful act iii withol.ding Qur pQljcy.

They cannot take advantage of delay caused by their

own delay Secondly having baaed their rfusal to pay

upon the ground of cancellation oJ the policy they can
not now resist on other grounds .Dimoc/c New Brum
wick Mar Ins Go Bowes 5ational Ins Go

If the defence is open to them it was waived by agent.

asking appellants to delay putting in prooJ and court

below was wrong in d.eciding tbt waiver ab.Quld have

been in writing Post Etza Ins Go ozes
National Ins Co Van Allen Farmers Ins Go.

Priest Citizens Mut Fire Ins Co The twelfth

Kerr 654 437k

4a7. Hun 413
43 Barb 31 Allen Mass 602
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1883 condition does not affect proofs of loss Priest Citi

CALDWELL zens Ins Co Bowes National

The damages were not excessive lVoodhouse
STADACONA

Fu WItitley Alsager Parker If they were the

LIFE

INS Co court below should not have considered them the

ground not being in the rule nisi

Casgrain Q.C for respondents

By the deed from Caldwell to Bayers his interest in

the property insured ceased and never revived The

contract being one of indemnityis strictly personal

Wood on Fire Ins The policy does not attach to

the building but merely secures the owner from

damage by fire

At the time of the loss Caldwell held only in right

of his wife and could neither have insured himself or

continued the original insurance Wood on Fire Ins

It may be claimed that Caldwell had life interest

as tenant by the courtesy which is insurable Admit

ting that to be so it was not the interest insured by the

respondents Caldwell having been divested of his

interest in the property during the continuance of the

policy it could only revive in his own name and favor

Res pent domino is the maxim applicable to the case

McCarty Commercial Ins Co Wood on Fire Ins

and cases there cited

But in any case the respondents are not liable The

act of Anderson in giving the policy to Greer with

instructions to put it in the Western was release of

any claim against the respondents and an acceptance of

another company as insurers The contract with the

Western was complete Robertson Dudman We

rely too on the failure to give proofs of loss within five

Allen Mass 602 558 sec 331

1086 Bennett 60

10 576 Sec 247 470

535 50
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days The agent had no authority to waive forfei- 1883

ture Wood sec 393 CALDWELL

The appellants claim that having refused payment
STADACONA

on special ground we must be held .to waive other FIRE AND
LIFE

objections submit that is not so Wood 723 sec INS Co

417 705 sec 414

The action should have been brought by Anderson

either in his own name or in the name of Caldwell for

his benefit The latter would be the best course

Wood 818 sec 88

The damages are excessive At the most the appel

lant only had life interest in the policy and evidence

of value of that interest should have been given to the

jury. The judgment of the court below should be sus

tained

Gormully in reply

Sir RITCHIE J.-This was an action upon

policy of insurance under seal against fire dated 10th

August 1875 whereby defendants company after

reciting that Samuel Caldwell had paid them $25 for

insuring against loss by fire $4000

On one and-a-half storey wooden building situate on the west

of the Kempt road at corner of the street leading to Willow

park in the city of Halifax N.S owned and occupied by the assured

as dwelling in the sum of four thousand dollars

The building is isolated being over 100 feet to nearest building

Loss if any under this policy payab1e to George Anderson

Esq Flalifax for year from the said tenth day of August 1875

and had agreed to pay to the company on the 10th day of August in

every succeeding year during the continuance of said policy the like

sum of twenty-five dollars it was declared that subject to the condi

tions endorsed on said policy and which constituted the basis of said

insurance the said Samuel Caidwell should be paid out of the

capital stock and funds of said company and the funds and property

of the said company except the funds for the time being of the life

department thereof as defined by the Act of incorporation should

be subject and liable to pay and make good to the said Caidwell the

amount of all such loss or damage by fire as should happen to the
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1883 property in the said policy mentioned not exceeding the amount

CALDWELL
insured thereon as aforesaid during the said year from the said

tenth day Of August A.D 1875 or at any time afterwards so long as

Sqco the plaintiffs should pay the said sum oftwenty-five dollars yearly as

Lir
aforesaid and the directors of the said company for the time

Is Co being should accept the same

RitcbieC.J
And the declaration alleged

That the only condition on said pOlicy en4orsed material

to the plaintiffs cause of action or essential to the said contract

of insurauce is as follows All persons insured by this com

pany sustaining any loss or damage by fire are immediately to

give notice to the company or its agents and within five

days after such loss occurred are to deliver as particular an account

of their loss or damage as the nature of the case will admit of and

rnakeproof of the same by theIr declaration or affirmation and by

their books of account or by such other proper evidence as the

directors of this company or its agents may reasonably requir and

until such declaration account and evidence are produced the

amount of such loss or any part thereof shall not be payable or re

coverable and that the plaintiffs at the time of the making of

the said policy and thence and until and at the time of the damage

and loss hereinafter mentiqied were or one of them was inter

ested in said premises so insured as aforesaid to the amount

so insured thereon and after the making of the said policy and

whilst it was in force the said premises so insured as afore

said were burnt damaged and destroyed by fire whereby the

plaintiffs suffered dantage and loss on the said dwelling-house to the

amunt insured on as aforesaid and all conditions were fulfilled and

all things happened and all times elapsed necessary to entitle the

plaintiffs to maintain this action and nothing happened or was done.

to prevent.the.plaintiffs from maintaining the same

The conditions of the policy as set out in the case

are as follows

No And if by reason of such alteration or addition or from

any other cause whatever the company or its agents shall desize. tq

terminate the insurance effected by this policy it shall be lawfubfor

thecompany or its agents so to do by notice to the insuredorhjs

representative and to require this policy to be given up for tie

purpose of being cancelled provided that in any such case the.cQm

pany shall refund to the insured ratable proportion for tbe.un

epjz.eterm thereof of the prcmium received for the insuance

No Damage to buildings not totally destroyed sha be ap
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praised by disinterested men mutually agreed upon by the asured 18$

and the company or its agents and where merchandize or other

personal property is partially damaged the assured shall forthwith

cause it to be put in as good order as the nature of the case will let SruAorA

assorting and arranging the various articles according to their kinds F1E
AND

and shall cause list or inventory of the whole to be made naming Is Co
the quantity and cost of each kind The damage shall then

ascertained by the examination and appraisal of such damage on
cie

each article by disinterested appraisers mutually agreed upon whose

detailed report in writing shall form part of the proofs required to

be furnished by the assured who shall pay all fees and expenses

incurredin the substantiation of the claini copy of the written

portion of this policy to be given in the affidayit of the assured in

all cases

No All persons insured by the company sustaining any loss

or damage by fire are immediately to give notice to the company or

its agents and within five days after such loss or damage has occurred

are to deliver as particular an account of their loss or damage as the

nature of the case will admit of and make proof of the same by

their declaration or affirmation and by their books of accounts or

such other proper evidence as the directors of this company or its

agents may reasonably require and until such declaration or affir

mation account andevidence are produced the amount of such loss

or any part tbreof shall not be payable or recoverable no profit or

advantage of any kind is to be included in such c1aim and if there

appear fraud in the claim made for such loss or false dc1aring or

affirming in support thereof the claimant shall forfeit all benefit

under the policy

No 11 It is furthermore hereby expressly provided that no suit

or action against the company for the recovery of any claim upon
wider or by virtue of this policy shall be sustainable in any court of

la or equity unless such suit or action shll ba commenced wilin

the term of six months next after any loss or damage shall ocqur
and in case any suit or action shall be commenced against the com

pany after the expiration of six months next after such loss or

damage shall have occurred the lapse of time shall be taken and

deemed as conclusive avidnce against the validity of th qlm
thereby so attempted to be enforced

No 12 None of the foregoing conditions or stipulations either in

whole or in part shall be deemed to have been waived by or on the

part of the company unless the waiver be clearly expressed in writ

ing by endorsement upon this policy signed by the manager of this

c3afly for Canada
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1883 Second count that defendants converted the policy

C4LDWELL 1o their own use

STADACONA
To this declaration the defendants pleaded thirteen

FIRE AND pleas

1st Non estJac1um to first count

RitchieC.J
2nd Non assumpsit to first count

3rd That house was not burnt to first count

4th That plaintiffs were not nor was either of them

interested in house as alleged to first count

5th And for fifth plea to said count defendant company says

that the said insurance was effected and the said policy applied for

by the said Samuel Caidwell who was then owner of said dwelling

house and the loss if any under said policy was by said policy

made payable to one George Anderson and that after the date of

said policy and before such alleged loss the said Samuel Caldwell

conveyed all his interest in said dwelling house to one Thomas

Bayers and the defendants had no interest therein and sustained no

lois or damage from the burning of said dwelling housç as alleged

6th That plaintiffs did not within five days deliver

account of loss according to conditions.

7th That the plaintiffs delivered false and fraudu

lent accouni

8th False representations on application for insur

ance

10th That before loss defendants by notice terminated

insurance according to conditions

11th Same as last and that plaintiffs delivered up

policy to be cancelled and it was cancelled before loss

12th Numbered 13 in case Plea to second count

that defendants did not convert policy

13th Numbered 14 in case Plea to second count

that policy was not property of plaintiff but of defen

dants

Replication

1st To all pleas plaintiff joins issue

2nd To fifth plea

2nd And for second replication 1o the fifth plea by like leave
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plaintiffs say that they or one of them was at the time of their making 1883

said insurance the owner of said house and premises and although
CALDWELL

the said building and premises were afterwards formally conveyed

to one Thomas Bayers yet before the said loss the said Thomas STADACONA

Bayers reconveyed the same to the said Sarah Caldwell then and still
FILE

AND

being the wife of the said plaintiff Samuel Caldwell and the said Sarah INs Co
Caidwell from thenceforth and from the making of said policy and

until and at the time of the said fire and the said loss was the
Ritchie C.J

owner thereof and interested therein

3rd As to sixth plea plaintiffs say that defendants

waived and dispensed with further or more particular

account of loss

4th As to sixth plea plaintiffs did furnish due proof

of loss which defendants accepted as sufficient

5th To sixth plea defendants by their agent for

good consideration waived necessity to furnish within

five days from loss particular account of said loss and

defendants accepted as sufficient the account furnished

within reasonable time and notified plaintiffs that

they would resist loss solely on the ground that the

policy had been cancelled

Rejoinder

The defendant company as to the replications of said plaintiffs

joins issue thereon

And for second rejoinder as to the second third fourth and fifth

replications defendants say that the alleged waivers were not clearly

expressed in writing by endorsement on said policy signed by the

manager of said company for Canada as required by the conditions

endorsed on said policy

This second rejoinder has no application to the second

replication

SURREJOINDER

And the plaintiffs join issue upon the second rejoinder to the

second third fourth and fifth replications pleaded to the defend

ants fifth and sixth pleas

And for second surrejoinder to the defendants said second

rejoinder plaintiffs say that the defendants at the time of the

happening of the loss of the premises in the declaration mentioned

were in possession of the policy of insurance in this action declared
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J883 on and kept and detained the.sa policy-ever sinee

deliver up the same although the plaintiff demaided the saneCALDWLL
within the time limited to niake and giye thepioofs of 1ss lierin

STADACONA and for the purpose of enabling the plaintiffs to ma1ç. an4furnis
FIlE AND

the said proofs and plaintiffs were not aware of the odiiQrsqW

INS Co said policy endorsed requiring waivers Qf proof of lQss writ-

ing endorsed on said policy and signed by the rp.riager of the

RitchieC.J.defefldaflt company for Canadaand they were pjeveed byreo
of the wrongful detention of saidpolicy by the defendain1 compay
from acquiring knowledge of the said conditions and from comply

ing therewith

Nor has the surrejoinder any application so that in

fact the fifth plea remains unanswered except by the

second replication to that plea which is clearly bad

and upon which no issue is joined

Th.e following entry appears at the end of Ureers

evidence offer to allow plaintiff to file surrejoinder

Accepted But can find in the case no surrejQinder

filed nor any intimation of the nature of the surre

joinder which the judge says he allowed to be filed

At the end of the case also find this allqw and

minute amendment But cannot find in the case

the amendment or any minute thereof

Motion for non-suit on the following groi4.s

Anderson shouldhave been plaintiff

Policy cancelled under condition

No interest in plaintiff Caldwellhadconveyed

Ninth condition not complied with Proofnot putin in time

None of these can be waivedwaiver not in writing

Under 11th C9diior rxmQnthabr actiqn

year or more

Under 9th condition affidavit of Caidwell not true as to owner

ship also as to amount of loss

The dates are as follows

Suit commenced 15th February 1878 Trie.4pnMy Judg

tnt.for plaintiffs olicy dted 1Qth.Angist 1875 Loss 4l.July

1877

1874 Beg era427tILA1g

1875
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Deedoionfirmtion Letson to Caidwell dated 26th Aug 1875 1883

and recôrded 27th Aug 1875

Deed from Caidwell to Bayers 2nd Feb 1876 Registered 14th Feb
ALD ELL

1876 STADA0ONA

Deed from Bayer to Sarah Caidwell wife of Samuel Caldwell FIEAsD
datŁd 3rd Feb 1876 Registered 10th April 1877 INs Co

Resiewal receipt on policy from 10th Aug 1876 to 10th Aug 1877
Ritchie C.J

From these dates it appears that the renewal of the

policy for the year in which the premises were destroyed

was after the deed to Caidwells wife though before the

same was registered and therefore while Caidwell

was interested by reason and in virtue of his marital

rights

On the 28th June 1817 the following circular was

sent to Anderson the mortgagee to whom the insurance

money was payable in case of loss and who had effect

e4 the policy for and at the instance of Caldwell

Halifax June 28 1877
Sir

hate iæfoim you that the Stadacona Insurance Company has

eiderd to notify policy holders to insure elsewhere as the uom

pany has dScided to wind up You will therefore take notice that

your pôlicr of insurance is cancelled frOm this date TYnearned pre

1us will be rOturned hereafter

Yours -c
Sgd GREER

Agent

It is abundantly clear that this did not terminate the

insuiance effected by the policy being neither in accord

ance with the letter or spirit of the coiaition which

exp1ei povides that in any suh case the company
shall refÜæd to the iisured mtable prOportion for the

unºxpire term thereof of the premium received for the

insurance which was by no means complied with by

inserting in the notice to insuied unearned premiums

will be eturhed heeaftet lustead of paying or tender

ihgthem

Thit it is coxitended that Anderson after receipt of
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1883 this notice having left the policy with G-reer.the agent

CALDWEIL of the defendants and likewise the agent of the Western

Insurance Co that this was an acceptance of the special
STADACONA

FIRE AND condition and amounted to surrender of the policy
LIFE

INS Co With respect to this reer Anderson and Oaldwe

RitchieC
thus speak

Greer agent of the defendant says on this point

Immediately after the fire all the papers in my possession were

sent to head office at Quebec After fire Richey called and

asked for policy Anderson came also and demanded it Caidwell

was with him asked local board after fire if should give it to

them and they referred me to head office applied by writing to

head office They did not answer but the manager came down

submitted all the facts to him and asked him if should give up the

policy and he said we must hold on to it and not give it up. His

name was George Pyke He took it away with him and never

saw it until to-day Letter from Pyke 14th December 1877 put in

and read marked

think the only ground urged was that it was transferred to the

Western Pyke said to me we are not liable it is transferred to

the Western or to that effect The company did not object to the

proofs of loss dont remember if the proof of loss came to me
before Pyke left He was off and on here few weeks after the fire

The St John fire was 28th June received the proofs of loss and

did not object to them know of no other objection except the

transfer My agency continued month or two months after proofs

were received made no objection to them

When he brought the policies there was no return premium paid

nor at any time to my knowledge Return premiums were paid 12

or 18 months after Cant say Anderson got any The only reason

for sending the notices so far as know was that company were in

financial difficulties

GEORGE ANDERSON.I received this circular 28th June 1877

This was before and on same day took the policy there

Cross-examined BigbyI insured premises under authority of

Caldwell and charged him premium Never authorized me to

surrender policy Never agreed to surrender it left it with Greer

to enable him to take description of property not for purpose of

surrendering it Never informed Caldwell up to time of fire of the

notice had received After fire probably next month called on

Greer with Caidwell told hi.mhe held policy in trust for Caidwell

and me demanded it first and he refused to give it up No
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return of premium offered me before action received this paper 1883

from Greer 9th April 1878 Before that received tic offer of return
CALDWELL

premium
Re-examined RitchieI told Greer when got notice he was STADACONA

acting unfairly by compelling us to change the policies Qfl half FLJE
AND

holiday said must have them changed he said the Western N5 Co

was the best office in Canada told him would leave the policies

for him to get the description did not get the other Stadacona
RitchieC.J

policies back Did not ask for them am positive told Greer

left policies for him to get description

Caidwell says

Mr George Anderson effected the insurance for me author

ized him to do so never instructed any person to put an end to

the insurance did not know the policy had been handed to the

company until after the loss Anderson had mortgage on the

property told him to insure in any office he wished gave him

no other instructions

Re-examined.---1 knew before fire that it was insured in Stadacona

Anderson had whole management of insurance did not interfere

George Greer agent of defendant companyRememberfire
Was agent then and for about two months after was then and

am still agent of Western Insurance Company was board

of local directors for defendant company John McLean and H.

Fuller were two of them issued this policy think sent it to

Mr Anderson Just before fire on 30th June 1877 obtained

the policy from Mr Andersons own hands sent him notice on

28th He came to my office with this and two other policies and

said Put those in the Western That was all he said It was

not put in Western before fire Gave no receipt or policy and

received no premium Made no contract This was the only con

versation with him before fire No conversation with Caidwell until

after fire Sent no notice to Caidwell same as did to Anderson

mentioned above Did not know Caidwell in the transaction but

knew of course that his name was in policy and who he was

Richey swornWas retained to collect the insurance after

fire Immediately after Waited at once on Greer to ascertain

position as policy was not in the hands of plaintiff and found that

Greer had already notice of loss He said he supposed had called

on him in reference to that gave him notice Asked him if he

had policy He said he had asked him to give it to me to make

the necessary proofs He declined without communication with his

directors and requested me to wait as there was no necessity for my

doing so At his request delayed making any proofs until he
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1883 shOuld communicate with his directors called very shortly again

and was informed by him that the directors here would not authorize
ALDWELL

delivery without communicating with the head office at Quebec

DOOA called frequently to ascertain the decision of the headoffice and

receivOd no satisfactory answer until finally thinking sufficient time

Is Co thad been afforded put in such proof as could without the policy

did not put the proof in before because was awaiting the decision

Ritc1iieO.J head Office whether the defendant company would return the

iplicyto dr nOt or whOther the transfer of the risk to the West

em was effected did not receiVe payment of the claim payment

was refused on the ground that the company had ceased to be liable

not on any other ground conversed with others beside Mr Greer

QthversOd with Fuller and McLean Had no direct

iiffiiuflication with general managOr exlept by letter This is

hØ letter received from hith Late 14th Dec 1877 Letter

eâd No ObjeCtion was ever Offered except that contained in the

Øer
Greer asked me to delay putting in proofs4

flOia1d had better wait until he had cOrresponded with the com
pady lhO grund of delay was largely to hear whether the Western

Ould ecOgnize the claim so as to know what company to put it

into

From all this it is think abundantly clear that the

policy never was surrendered In the first place while

Anderson had authority to effect the insurance he had

no authority to destroy it and in the second place it is

think quite clear that the policy was only left with

Greer the agent of both companies to get the descrip.

tion so as to put the risk in the Western and when so

placed it was no doubt the intention that the risk in

the StadacOna should cease but fail to see the slightest

ideiOe of any intention that the liability of the Stada

cona should be at anend until the risk was assumed by
the Western in other words that it was ever contem

plated by any party that the property should for

ioment be without insurance

Then the policy never haviüg been cancelled or sur

rendered as to the objection that the -proofs of loss

required by the conditions of the policy were not put

withi the ti- li-thited it is abundantly clear tht
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this was not by or through the act or default of the 1883

plaintiffs or their agents but their not being put in CALDWELL

was at the instance of the defendants and their agents
STADACONA

and the plaintiffs were hindered and prevented from
FInE

AND

putting them in by the defendants and their agents INSFJO

withholding the policy from the plaintiffs when they it
had no right to do so claiming that the same was can-

celled and surrendered and resting their sole objection

to pay the claim on this ground for which reasons in

my opinion the defendants were estopped by their own
acts and conduct and those of their agents in preventing

and hindering the plaintiffs from making and putting

in the proofs in accordance with the conditions and

cannot set up the failure to comply with the conditions

caused by their wrongful acts as non-compliance with

such conditions But defendants contend that none of

the conditions can be waived by reason of the waiver

not being in writing and they invoke the twelfth con

dition which says

No 12 None of the foregoing conditions or stipulations either in

whole or in part shall be deemed to have been waived by or on the

part of the company unless the waiver be clearly expressed in writ

ing by endorsement upon this policy signed by the manager of this

company for Canada

And the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia rest their

judgment on this that though they think there was

evidence of waiver conclusion fully justified by the

conduct of the company- through their agents yet they

thought parol dispensation would not answer to act

as waiver against written condition of the policy

But if condition No 12 applied to the conditions as

to proofs of loss think the court erred in treating this

as waiver but should have held the defendants estop

ped by matter in pals from setting up the non-com

pliance with the condition

There can be no doubt that husband has an insur

15
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i83 able interest in his wifes property The husband has

CALDWELL freehold estate in the land and the exclusive right of

occupation an indefeasible title to the land which
STADACONA

FIRE AND no one can defeat or disturb which gives him
LIFE

INS Co full and perfect title to the rents and profits of

his wifes real estate during the coverture and in the
Bitchie C.J

event of the birth of child after the death of his wife

during his life and he is the proper party to insure the

property for the wife can make no contract in her own

name to her own use and if she could insure the pro

perty in case of loss the insurance money so soon as

paid would belong to the husband fnasmuch as the

wife can acquire no personal property in her own right

as any she may obtain becomes immediately the pro

perty of the husband

All that is required is that the insured should have

an interest at the time of the insurance and at the

time of the loss and asto that interest while there can

be no doubt the party insured must have an insurable

interest in the subject insured or he can sustain no

loss and therefor if the insured parts with his interest

before loss happens so that he has no interest left at

the time of the loss he cannot recover yet if pending

the continuance of the policy and before loss he acquires

an interest the policy suspended while he had no

interest revives

And as to the nature and extent of the plaintiffs

interest it need not be stated when the risk is taken

In Ccrowley Cohen Lord Tenterden 0.3 said

That in policy of insurance although the subjectmatter of the

insurance must be properly described the nature of the interest

may in general be left at large

Littledale makes the same observation

Parke says

Ad. 478
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The particular natui-e of the interest is matter which only bears 183

on the amount of damage it is never specially set out in policy
CALDWELL

And Patteson says STADAOONA

It is only necessary to state accurately the subject-matter insured FILE
AND

not the particular interest which the assured has in it js Co

In Simpson The Scottish Union Fire and Life RjtchjeC.j

surance Company Sir Wood V.0 says

It appears to me that tenant from year to year having insured his

premises for 500 has if his house is burnt down right to have the

500 applied in rebuilding for the purpose of reinstating him in

premises which have value to him as distinguished from their

value to his landlord He may have good trade and there may
be number of other things which concern him and which render

the premises worth to him the amount for which he has insured

them It does not appear to me that ought to contract his rights

to the narrow interest that he may be supposed to have merely as

tenant of so many buildings from year to year but that ought to

consider him as having substantial right to stand upon the policy

and insist upon having the house rebuilt Beyond this the landlord

has right in respect of the tenants interest to have the property

which the latter insured rebuilt in order to avoid the possible con

sequence of fraudulent insurance contemplated by the statute

And in iollingridgee Royal Exchange Ass Co

when the terme of the policy were that the corpora

tion should be liable to pay to the assure any loss or

damage by fire to the buildings which should or might

happen before 25th March then next ensuing 1600
Lush says

The contract is not to make good any loss to the plainti but any

damage to his building

But whatever may be said as to the insurable interest

of yearly tenant there is great distinctien be
tween tenant from year to year or for years and

tenant for lifein this that in the case of the former he

isjn no sense the owner of the property while in the

latter case the tenant for life during the continuance of

Jur 711 173
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1883 the tenancy is the absolute owner entitled for the time

CALDWELL being to the whole interest in the property and the

rents and profits thereof and if so the observations in

FIRE AND Laurent Ghatham Fire Ins Co which states the

INS Co effect of the contract when the ownei insures would

RitC.J apply in other words the whole interest and posses

sion for the time being is in the tenant for life

There certainly is nothing unjust or inequitable in

holding the insurers liable forthe value of the building

to the extent of the sum insured the insured has paid

the premium on the whole sum and he insures for the

entire risk of the property to that amount during the

whole term of the policy

This is in no way analogous to the caseof mort

gagee who merely insures his own interest in the pro

perty that is his debt In this case there was no

speóified interest Here the party insured was for the

time being interestedin the property not only astenant

for life but as mortgagor to Anderson and the contract

was neither confined to his interest as owner or mort

gagor liable for the payment of the debt secured by the

mortgage but the insurers for the consideration of the

premium on $4000 have covenanted if the property is

detroyed to pay the amount insured whereby the as

sured may indemnify himself by restoring the build

ig and thereby replacing himself in the exact position

he stood in relation to the property and the full enjoy

ment of his rights therein that he had before and at the

time the fireoccurred

It cannot be denied that tenant for life receives

substantial benefit from the continued existence of the

property and know of no law prohibiting him from

protecting by insurance his interest in the preservation

of the buildings erected on the property in which he

has an actual interest or securing their re-erection by the

Hall
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proceeds of such insurance the interest being real 1883

interest in and issuing out of the thing insured and so

connected with it as to depend on the subject matter of
STADACONA

the thing insured and the risk insured against and FIRE AND

which it would require the amount insured to restore

to the condition it was at the time of the fire whereby
Ritchie C.J

he would be placed in position to receive the rents

and profits of the property as he was doing before the

fire

As to the question of damages as Mr Mayne remarks

there is great dearth of authority in theEnglish reports

but not so in the American reports In the latter cases can

be found deciding that lessee of house from year to

year or for years cannot recover its entire value on its

destruction by fire upon policy insuring it for its value

In England the same view does not seem to prevail to the

same extent for the contract of insurance being in no

way limited either as to nature or amount of interest

when the assured establishes an insurable interest

in the property he is entitled to recover the amount

assured and he is entitled to receive what would restore

the property and make it what it was when he insured

it or at any rate what it was at the time of the loss or

as near as the amount insured will ao it

am of opinion the appeal should be allowed

STRONG J.This was an action in the Supreme

Court of Nova Scotia brought by Samuel Oaldwell and

his wife against the Stadacona Assurance Company
The policy of insurance sued upon as originally issued

was for one year namely from the 10th Augu8t 1875

to 10th August 1876 but as is proved by the renewal

receipt in evidence it was subsequently renewed and

continued until 10th August 1877 It was under the seal

of the respondent company and purported to be effected

in favor of the appel1ant Samuel tJaldwell It con-
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1883 tamed however provisionin the following words

Loss if any under this poljcy payable to George

STADACONA
Anderson Esq Halifax N.S Thepolicy was subject

Fina AND to conditions of which those material to the questions

INs Co which have arisen in this action are the following

The second condition provides that the company might

require the policy to be given up for the purpose of

being cancelled provided that in any such case the

company shall refund to the insured ratable propor

tion for the unexpired term thereof of the premium

received for the assurance

The 9th condition requires particulars and proofs of

loss to be delivered within five days after such loss or

damage has occurred and it also provides that if

there appear fraud in the claim made for such loss or

false declaring or affirming in support thereof the

claimant shall forfeit all benefit under the policy

By the 11th condition any action to be brought on the

policy is required to be commenced within the term of

six months next after any loss or damage shall occur

The 12th condition is in these words

None of the foregoing conditions or stipulations either in whole

or in part shall be deemed to have been waived by or on the part

of the company unless the waiver be clearly expressed in writing

by endorsement on this policy signed by the manager of this com

pany for Canada

The declaration in addition to count framed in the

usual manner in covenant for the recovery of the amount

of the loss contained count in trover for the policy

The defences pleaded were substantially that the

amount of loss was payable to Anderson that there

had been breach of condition requiring proofs of loss to

be delivered within five days that the proofs of loss

were false and fraudulent within the meaning of the

9th condition that the plaintiff had on his application

for the policy been guilty of misrepresentation as to
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the value of the house that the policy had been de- 1883

livered up and cancelled and the risk terminated And CALDWELL

to the count in trover the defendants pleaded not guilty STADACONA

and not possessed FIRE AND

To the plea of non-delivery of proof according to con-

dition.the plaintiff replied waiver of the condition in

that respect to which the defendants rejoined that the

waiver was not in writing as required by the condi

tions Upon the other defences issue was taken

At the trial before Mr Justice James without jury

the following facts appeared in evidence On the 2nd

February 1876 the appellants conveyed the property

on which the insured building was erected to Thomas

Bayers in fee who on the next day conveyed the

same to the appellant Sarah Caidwell in fee On the

30th June 1877 the respondents agent at Halifax

George Greer sent to Anderson who held thepolicy

for his security as mortgagee circular to the effect that

the company had cancelled the policy adding that

unearned premiumswill be returned hereafter Upon

receiving this notice Anderson without any communi

cation with Caidwell handed the policy to Greer and

the respondents from that date held it until it was

produced by them on the trial having although it was

frequently demanded by Caidwells attorney positively

refused to deliver it insisting that it was cancelled

The unearned premium was never returned or offered

to be paid to either Anderson or Caidwell Anderson

positively swears that his object in leaving the policy

with G-reer was to enable him to get the description of

the premises so as to enable him to effect new policy

in the Western Insurance Company for which Greer

was also the agent Greer does not prove that the

policy was delivered up by Anderson for the purpose

of cancellation or that anything was agreed to either

as surrender or cancellation The proof was also clear
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1883 and distinct that the delivery of the policy by Anderson

CALDWELL to Greer was wholly unauthorized by Caidwell and

STADACONA
without the knowledge of the latter There was no

FiRE AND evidence of any misrepresentation of value by Cald

INS Co well in his application for the policy Greer himself

Stg says that Auderson tOld him that the house cost Mr
FishwiOk former owner $6000 and there is nothing

to show that this statement was untrue The house

insured was destroyed by fire on the 4th July 1877

Notice of total loss was promptly given to the agent

of the company -at Halifax nd application was made

to him -to deliver up the policy which was in his

possession and for instructions as to the proof of loss

required At his suggestion the putting in of proofs

was deferred to allow him time to communicate with

his head office regarding the policy and ultimately on

the 25th of July the proofs of loss were furnished by

the appellants solicitor to theagent who received them

without objection and retained them Accompanying

the proof of loss was letter from the appellants

attorney Mr Ritchie to Mr 0-reer the respondents

agent in which he wrote as follows

Herewith hand you proof of loss in the case of Samuel Caldwell

prepared with as close conformity to the requirements of your office

as we can attain without the policy which is now -I understand in

your custody and have thus far been unable to obtain it It is

however not convenient for my client to longer delay making his

claim in this formal manner and shall be obliged by your acquaint

ing me on receipt of this whether any objeôtion exists to either the

claim or the form in which it is prescribed

Noobjectiori was ever made in any particular to the

proofs of loss furnished and the only contention ever

raised by respondents prior to their pleadings to the

action was that they were not liable because the policy

had been cancelled letter dated the 11th December

1877 from Mr Pyke the general manager of the

respondents company to Mr Richey the plaintiffs
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attorney which was put in evidence leaves no doubt 1883

of the fact that this was the only ground on which the CALDWELL

company based their denial of liability SA.DAOONA

The refusal of the respondents to give up the policy
FIRE AD

for the purpose of preparing the proofs upon an applica- JNs1o

tion being made to their agents for that purpose was

proved by Mr Richey the plaintiffs attorney and also

by Mr Anderson and the fact was admitted by the

respondents agent Mr 0-reer Evidence of the value of

the house was given by the appellant Samuel Caldwell

and also by Anderson who staled that he had advanced

$4500 on mortgage on the property on valuation of

the land at $2000 and the house at $4500 There was

no testimony to contradict this evidence and conse

quently nothing to establish the alleged fraudulent

over-valuation in the proofs of loss

non-suit having been moved for on several grounds

included in the numerous list of objections hereafter to

be considered it was refused by the learned judge who

thereupon found verdict for the plaintiff for $4000

and interest rule nisi which was granted to set

aside this verdict on the general ground that it was

against law and evidence and on the specific points

which were urged at the trial on the motion for non-

suit was after argument before the court in banc made

absolute

The judgment of the court below in granting this

new trial appears to have been founded exclusively

upon the single ground that although waiver of the

requirements of the 9th condition as to delivering

proofs or particulars of loss within five days had been

sufficiently made out if parol evidence had been ad

missible yet that the 12th condition requiring waiver

to be expressed in writing by endorsement on the

policy applied to and excluded all proof to that effect

other than such as was required by the terms of the
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1883 condition referred to Upon this appeal no less than

CAwELL nine distinct objections to the appellants rights to

STADACO recover have been set up These may be stated as

FIRE AND follows.--lst It is said the action should have been
LIFE

INs. jo brought by Anderson 2nd That the misjoinder of

the appellants wife is fatal to the action 3rd That
Strong

the appellant had been guilty of fraudulent misrepre
sentation as to the value of the assured house in his

application for the policy 4th That the action not

having been brought within six months after the loss

the stipulations of the 11th condition constituted bar

to the appellants right to recover 5th That there

was fraudulent over-valuation in the appellants affidavit

delivered to the respondents agent as proof of loss

6th That the appellant Caidwell had not at the time

of loss any insurable interest in the property or had by
reason of his change of interest arising from the aliena

tion in favor of his wife by means ofthe conveyance to

Bayers and the re-conveyance of the latter become dis

entitled to the benefit of the policy 7th That the

policy had been duly cancelled and rescinded pursuant

to the terms of the 2nd condition 8th That the proof

had not been furnished within the five days as required

by the 9th condition and that all evidence of waiver

otherwise than in writing was excluded by the 12th

condition Lastly it was said that failing all other

defences the measure of the damages which the appel

lant Samuel Caldwell was entitled to recover was not

the intrinsic value of the house but only the actual

value of his estate or interest during the continuance

of the marriage and subsequently in the event of

his surviving his wife as tenant by the courtesy
and that as no proof had been given of the value of

such interest there must in any event be new

trial for the purpose of ascertaining what amount the

appellant was entitled to recover in respect of it Some
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of these objections were urged as grounds for the 1883

non-suit at the trial but others appear to have been CALDWELL

raised for the first time either in the respondents factum
STADAooN

or on the argument of this appeal and as the judgment FIRE AND

under appeal was on an application for new trial it may

therefore be doubted if any objection not taken at the
Strong

trial is now admissible As it appears however that

the appellants will not be prejudiced by consideration

of the several points taken on their merits proceed

to consider them

The first six objections are so ill-founded-some in

point of fact others in point of lawthat it is not too

harsh criticism upon the line of defence adopted by

the respondents to say that they are frivolous

The policy contains it is true the provision already

mentioned that the loss shall be payable to Anderson

but the contract of insurance is in terms embodied in

covenant under seal with the appellant and the old

and well known rule is therefore exactly applicable

that if person covenants with another to pay money

to third person not party to the covenant the cove

nantee alone can sue and the person to whom the money

is payable being stranger to the covenant can main

tain no action it is true that there are some American

authorities which in cases where the policy is not

under seal have recognized right of action in the

person to whom the loss is payable but these have pro

ceeded upon the principle inapplicable here that the

person to whom payment is appointed to be made is to

be considered party to the contract The joinder of

Mrs Caldwell as coplaintiff could only be taken

advantage of by plea in abatement and constituted

no ground of non-suit The action is to be regarded as

that of the husband alone and the judgment to be

entered must be for or against him disregarding the

wife whose name must be struck out of the record
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1883 The defence set up by the eighth plea that the appel

CALDWELL .lant misrepresented the value of the insured premises

STADACONA
.in his application for insurance as have already

FIRE AND pcinted out fails for want of proof The only

INS CO evidence in this respect is that of Greer the agent

who swears that the appellant told him that the

house had cost Fishwick $6000 and there is noth

lug to show that this statement was not perfectly

true It appears therefore that the charge of fraud

contained in this 8th plea was too lightly made

by the respondents The failure to bring the action

within six months as required by the 11th condition

has not been pleaded which is alone conclusive against

such defence Moreover it is apparent that the re

spondents have by their conduct in withholding the

policy and insisting on the surrender estopped them

selves from insisting on the benefit of any defence

founded on this condition At all events it is sufficient

to say that the defence is one which should have been

pleaded that the respondents have not asked to be

allowed to amend the record b.y adding the plea and

even if they had no court in view of the course of con

duct they pursued in the interval between the loss and

the commencement of the action could with justice to

the appellants grant them such an indulgence The

allegation of fraudulent over-valuation in the appellants

affidavit delivered in proof of loss is not only unsub

stantiated by any proof on the part of the respondents

but is conclusively disposed of by the evidence of

Anderson who swears that he lent the appellant $4500

on valuation of the land and house apportioned as

already mentioned The contract of fire insurance be

ing one of indemnity requires that the insured should

have an interest at the date of the insurance and also

at the time of the loss In the absenŁe of any express

stipulation or condition against alienation there is
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however nothing to invalidate the contract in the fact 1883

that during the currency of the risk the imsured has CALDWELL

alienated his interest provided he has acquired it
STADACONA

again before the loss There is nothing in such FIRE AND

temporary alienation which can in any way injuriously INS.IFJO

affect the rights of the insurerstheir liability is as it

has been observed made less burdensome as for por

tion of the time for which they have been paid the

premium they are without any risk 1. In no way
has any greater liability been imposed upon the re

spondents by reason of the change of interests in

the present case and as to the argument founded

on the delectus personce there is no room for its

application The appellant under the conveyance

from Mr Bayers to Mrs Caldwell which was to

the latter in fee without ahy limitation to her

separate use became also seized of an estate in fee

simple in right of his wife which estate he became

entitled to during the continuance of the coverture and

was actually in the enjoyment of it and in possession

by histenant when the loss occurred so that in all

respects material to the interests of the respondents the

appellant stood in the same relation to the property at

the time of the loss as he did at the date of the in

surance am not prepared however to accede to the

proposition that insurance is so far personal contract

that any change in the possession and control of the

property will vitiate the policy No authority can be

produced to show that policy effected by the owner

of the freehold in possession would in the absence of

any condition providing against change of possession

become void merely because during the pendency of

the policy the property has been demised to tenant

in whose occupation it remained at the time of the loss

May on Insurance 2nd ed sec 101 Worthington Bearse

12 Allen Mass 382
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1883 Such cases must be and are of frequent occurrence yet

CALDWELL no one ever heard of mere change of possession beiug

STADACONA
admitted as good defence to action on the policy

FIRE AND There is therefore no pretence for saying in the present

INS Co case that the appellant had not at the time of the loss an

interest in the insured property covered by the policy

Next it is insisted that there was good surrender or

cancellation of the policy under the 2nd condition

The material words of that condition have been before

stated There can be no question as to the proper

construction of this provision The condition is

most unreasonable and one-sided stipulation as

it enables one party to contract to rescind or put

an end to it at his pleasure whilst the other party

is not entitled to like privilege Moreover it

is grossly unfair in not providing that notice should

be given reasonable time before the cancellation

should take effect so that the assured might have

the opportunity of covering himselr by another in

surance .These considerations alone ought to induce

court to construe so unjust and harsh condition

with more than ordinary strictness It is however

doing no violence to the language of the condition

itself to hold that the repayment of the unearned pro

portion of the premium is to be condition precedent

to the exercise of the right of rescission which the com

pany at its own arbitrary election is entitled to subject

the assured to The words are in the form of pro

viso which ordinarily imports condition precedent

And the language thus permitting it no one could

hesitate to adopt construction which has at least the

merit of attributing to the cancellation the character of

rescission by requiring that the insured shallas nearly

as possible be put in statu quo rather than that of

forfeiture which it would be in fact if not in form if

the condition justified cancellation such as that pro
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posed by the circular sent by the respondents agent to 1883

Anderson namely cancellation taking place at CALDWELL

the arbitrary will of the company without any return
STADACONA

of premium the insured being bound to rest content FIRE AND

with the assurance that unearned premiums will be

returned hereafter That the effect just atributed to

this second condition is its true meaning is so clear

that authorities need scarcely be referred to to justify that

interpretation It may be as well however to refer

shortly to standard treatise on the law of insurance

and few decided cases to show that have not

placed an unduly strict construction on the terms of the

condition Mr May treating of this question of can
cellation in the last edition of his work says

And the right can only be exercised by strict compliance with

the terms and conditions upon which it is admissible If refunding

the premiumor portion of it be one of the terms there must be

payment or tender An agreement with the insured that he shall

return his policy to be cancelled and receive his premiumis no can

cellation

It is therefore abundantly clear that there never was

cancellation in the present case for the reason that

the terms of the condition were never complied with
for it is not pretended that there was any payment or

tender of the premium the intention being as stated

by Mr Pyke the general manager of the respondents

company in his letter of the 14th December 1877 to

Mr Richey that the premium should be returned

hereafter Further it cannot be said that Mr Ander

son had any power to dispense with the preliminary of

repaying the premium thus accepting what Mr Pyke
is pleased to call special condition whatever that

may mean for it is distinctly sworn to by Anderson

that the appellant never authorized him to surrender

May on Insurance ed Chase Phcenix Ins Co 67 Me
sec.574 CitingRun kie v.Citizens 85 Hahora Germania Ins Uo
Ins Co.CCt Ohio 11 Bep 599 55 Barb 28
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1883 the policy Again Mr Anderson also states that he

CALDWELL never did surrender the policy under the condition in

STADACONA
question but merely handed it to G-reer to get the des

FLRE AND cription from it in order to effect new policy in the

ICo Western Company and the evidence of Greer in no

way contradicts these statements The result is that
Strong

theground uponwhich the respondents up to the date

of the action placed the denial of liability was without

foundation and that there never has been any surrender

cancellation or rescission of the policy which is there

fore still valid and subsisting instrument

There is as little color for the next pretension of the

company as there was for the lat The 9th condition

requires proofs of loss to be put in within five days
another very rigorous and unreasonable stipulation It

is however only upon strict enforcement of this very

.iiliberal provision as to time that the appellants have

been able to succeed in the court below

It was contended by Mr G-ormully on behalf of the

appellant that the condition requiring waiver to be in

writing did not apply to the provision limiting the

time for the delivery of preliminary proofs but only to

such conditions as were essentials of the contract

Some American cases may at first sight seem to coun

tenance this objection but it will be found on careful

examination that they turned on the construction of

words referring to the conditions generally as the con
ditions of the policy and not to specific conditions en

dorsed but in the present case in the body of the policy

the liability of the company is expressly made subject

to the conditions herein endorsed and endorsed upon

thepolicy under the heading conditions on which this

polic.y is granted appears this 9th condition requiring

the delivery of proofs within fivedays It is therefore plain

that the right to recover is as much subject to compli

ance with this condition as if it had been incorporated
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in the policy itself instead of being endorsed as condi- 1883

tion of liability Again think no legal importance is CALDWELL

to be attached to the fact that the proofs were not oh-
STADACONA

jected to as being after time or to the objection to pay FIRE AND

being confined to the surrender It is no doubt the INS

law as decided by several American authorities that if
Strong

imperfect proofs are filed before the expiration of the

time allowed and no objection is made to them until

the prescribed time is elapsed but the refusal to pay is

put on other grounds that constitutes an estoppel as the

imperfections might have been remedied in due time if

the objection had been promptly made but here the

proofs were not presented until long after the lapse of

the time fixed by the conditions

It was further argued that the respondents were

estopped from insisting on the 9th condition and

this appears to be the true ground on which to rest the

defendants right to be relieved from any obligation to

comply strictly with its terms The evidence of Mr
Richey the appellants attorney shows that the policy

was demanded by him from 0-reer immediately after

the fire he thinks the next morning that G-reer refused

to deliver it that he demanded it for the express pur

pose of preparing the proofs and that Greer was told at

the time that it was required for this purpose The
witness says asked him to give it to me to make
the necessary proof and he adds that Greer asked him

to delay putting in the proofs Mr Richey also says
that he was under the impression that much longer

time than five days was allowed for the purpose
These statements so far from being contradicted are

corroborated by Greers evidence Upon these facts it

is plain that the illegal retention of the policy by the

respondents and the conduct of their agent in reference

to it were the true and only reasots why the proofs

were not furnished in due time Had Mr Eichey
16
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1883 known the terms of.the condition as he would have

CALDWELL done if the policy of which his client was entitled to

STADAO0NA
the possession had not been wrongfully withheld it

FIRE AND must be presumed against the respondents that the

INS Co proofs would have been furnished within the prescribed

St time Again had Greer instead of misleading Mr

Richey by asking that the proofs should be delayed

stated to him that the condition required their presen

tation within five days it must be presumed that

similar result would have followed This conduct

therefore constitutes an estoppel and disentitles the

respondents to the benefit of the 9th condition

which must for the purposes of this action be con

sidered as struck out of the policy This is of course

an entirely distinct ground from that of waiver under

the 12th condition Had the appellant had the

policy in his possession or had the facts regarding the

limitation of time been truly stated to his attorney by

Greer the mere request of the latter that the proofs

should be delayed would have been nothing more

than dispensation with the terms of the condition

by agreement which would have required endorse

ment on the policy in the terms of the condition

excluding proof of waiver unless so evidenced As

it is however it is apparent that the respondents

by their unjustifiable conduct caused the non

compliance with the terms of the policy which

they now insist on as constituting defence to the

action To allow them thus to avail themselves of their

own wrong would be to assist them to commit fraud

and whenever such is the case an estoppel arises

There remains only the question of damages What

ever doubts may be raised by text writers it is clear

from the language of judges used in delivering judg

ments in cases of 0authority that provided the assured

had an interest at the time of the execution of the policy
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and at the date of the loss he is entitled to recover upon 1883

fire policy the full value of the property destroyed CALDWELL

provided the whole interest in the property was insured
STADACONA

although his interest may have been limited one FlEE AND

merely INS Co

In the case of Franklin Insurance Company Drake

the facts were siriilar to those in the present case

husband had insured houses of which his wife was

sised in fee and in which his own interest was like

that of the present appellants right to the permanency

of the profits during the coverture and an estate in the

courtesy if he should survive the marriage The court

says

If the assured had an insurable interest at the time of the assur

ance and also at the time of the loss he has right to recover the

whole amount of damage to the property not exceeding the sum in

sured without regard to the value of the assureds interest in the

property The amount of the recovery will depend on the interest

intended to be insured provided it is covered by the policy

mortgagor who ha mortgaged to the full value of the property and

whose equity of redemption has been sold under execution provided

he has at the time of the loss right to redeem or lessee for

years whose lease is upon the eye of expiring at the time of the loss

is entitled to recover the full value of the property destroyed not

exceeding the sum insured

In Simpson Scottish Union Insurance Company

Vice-Chancellor Page Wood says

agree that tenant from year to year having insured would

have right to say that the premises should be rebuilt for him to

occupy and that his insurable interest is not limited to the value of

his tenancyfrom year to year

And in Waters Monarch Insurance Company
in an action upon fire policy on goods in the

plaintiffs warehouse described as goods in trust

or on commission therein it was objected that

the plaintiff could only recover in respect of goods of

12B.Mon.47 5E.B.870
111 M.618 9Jur 8.711

16k
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1883 which they were thus bailees to the extent of their lien

CALDWELL and liability over to theirbailors The court refused so

STADACONA
to restrict the right to recover

FIRE AND Lord Campbell says
LIFE

INS Co The last point that arises is to what extent does the policy protect

those goods The defendants say that it was only the p1aintiff per

sonal interest But the policies are in terms contracts to make good

all such damage and loss as may happen by fire to the property

hereinbefore mentioned That is valid contract and as the prorn

perty is wholly destroyed the value of the whole must be made

good not merely the particular interest of the plaintiffs They will

be entitled to apply so much to cover their own interest and will be

trustees for the owners as to the rest The authorities are clear that

an assurance made without orders may be ratified by the owners of

the property and then the assurers become trustees for them

Wightman also says

Then comes the question can the plaintiffs recover their value

it seems to me that they may unless there be something making it

illegal to insure more than the plaintiffs own interest

Mr Lush does not contend that any statute applies

It has been decided that if no statute applies person insured

may recover the amount contracted for and that being so think

the plaintiffs entitled to recover the whole value

The policy in the present case covers all such loss

or damage by fire as shall happen to the property above

mentioned and upon the authorities quoted the appel

lant is therefore entitled to recover the full aniount

of loss caused by the destruction of the property and is

not limited to the value of his life interest con

trary conclusion would cause great inconvenience to

insurers of property the title to which is as in the

present case in the wife in fee simple he husband

having merelyhis marital interest with the contingency

of being tenant by the courtesy if he should survive

his wife If the law were not as we find it to have been

settled to be by the above cited authorities it would

be requisite in all such cases to effect two separate
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contracts of insurance and pay two premiums although 1883

nothing in the policy or the law would have called for CAWwELL

such distinction and although upon loss happening STADACONA

the money recoverable under the wifes assurance would FIRE AND

belong to the husband am of opinion that the appeal

must be allowed and the rule for new trial in the

court below discharged with costs to the appellant in

both courts

FOURNIER J.I think that the sending of the dr
cular by the company and the compliance with the

terms of such circular by the assured in giving up the

policy to the companys agent was surrender of the

policy and the appeal should therefore be dismissed

HENRY J.The court below apparently in very few

words gave judgment against the plaintiff in the action

on the ground that there was not legal waiver of the

fifth condition and that the damages were excessive

Now if we look at the issues to be tried think it will

be seen that the interest of the plaintiff Caldwell is ad

mitted by the pleadings at the time of the policy There

is no plea denying his right at the time he obtained the

policy and think the fifth plea when criticized

raises the only issue

And for fifth plea to the said count the defendant company says

that the said insurance was effected and the said policy applied for

by the said Samuel Caidwell who was then the owner of the said

dwelling-house and the loss if any under said policy was made pay
able to one George Anderson and after the date of said policy and

before such alleged loss the said Samuel Caldwell conveyed all his

interest in said dwelling-house to one Thomas Bayers

That is merely pleading evidence so far buit the

whole substance of the plea and the issue raised under

it are as follows

And the plaintiffs had no interest therein and sustained no loss

or damage from the burning of the said dwelling-house as aforesaid
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1883 We are to consider whether the plaintiffs or either

CALDWELL of themfor under the law of Nova Scotia either of

STADACONA
the plaintiffs can recoverhad any interest at the

FIItE AD time of the loss and think that Samuel Caidwell

had an insurable interest as the husband of Mrs

FIeJ Caidwell that he held the fee and he held an insurable

interest and if no policy had issued he would have

been entitled to ask for policy from an insurance comrn

pany for the full value of the property and according

to the English authorities that title would have been

good for him to obtain policy for the full value of the

house that was insured and entitled him tO have re

covered for the loss of that house He had then

under the evidence in this case at the time of the

issuing of the policy title we need not enquire

what it was if it amounted to an insurable interest

The parties granted policy upon it and it was for

them to allege and prove that he had not an insurable

interest at the time he effected the policy This they

have not done On the contrary they admit he was

the owner But they say afterwards he transferred the

property and at the time of the loss had no interest

therein That is the sole question and it is not neces

sary for us to enquire and trace out was done with the

property through half dozen different transfers and

this policy might have stood there for years and the

party might not have had right to recover because he

had not an insurable interest at the time of the loss

If it were burned at the time when the title was out of

him of course he could not recover but the only issue

for the jury to try was Had he any interest at the

time of the loss think he had good interest

Then one of the conditions required that proof should

he put in within five days What is the evidence

That it was not put in till from fifteen to sixteen or

eighteen days after the time But when we look at
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the circumstances of the case we find the real defence 1883

and objection to pay was not for want of preliminary CALDWELL

proofs It was in the very first start the plaintiff was
STADACONA

told Your policy is cancelled That is the defence FIRE AND
LIFE

and if you look at the letter of Mr Pyke the general INS Co

agent of the company he puts it altogether on that

He says Whether you are insured with the Western

or not am certain you are not with us because your

policy is cancelled do not think it was the inten

tion of Anderson when he went there to cancel that

policy There is no evidence of the payment of the

premium by the company or when it was to be paid

back or that it was offered to be paid back and Mr Pyke

says it was to be paid some time thereafter No time

was settled or arranged for We can then fairly con

clude that the parties were bound to return the premium

when they attempted to cancel the policy on certain

day It might have been only few dollars or several

hundred dollars according to the value of the property

insured but law and justice require them to pay

back the unearned premium just as much as it did the

other parties to respect their right to cancel the policy

dispose of that by saying that the policy was not can

celled Further that policy was delivered to Greer as

the agent of the Western Insurance Company Anderson

knew the position of the Stadacona Insurance Company
and it was not as the agent of that company that he

placed the policy in Greers hand but as the agent of

the Western Then there is not the slightest ground

for saying the policy was cancelled If it was not done

then by the act of Caldwell it could not be done by

anybody Now although Anderson was the agent of

Caldwell to effect the insurance there is no evidence

whatever that he authorized him to cancel that policy

Caidwell would not be bound True Anderson was

his creditor and there was an arrangement that the
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1883 money should be paid to him in the case of loss but the

CnwEu action must be brought in the name of Caidwell who

S.OoNA is entitled to the whole amount and then his liability

Futi 4ND to Anderson arises There are some cases to support the

INsQo opposite view but think it is confined to the case when

it is stated in the body of the instrument that the party

mortgaged all the property to the extent of his interest

in the policy and the value of the property Under the

circumstances then am of opinion that Anderson had

no authority whatever to cancel the policy

Then we come to the story of the waiver do not

consider the matter as matter of waiver at all think

from the evidence of what took place that the particular

special objection that was made to the settling of this

policy was that it was cancelled They would give no

satisfaction and put it upon that ground and think

they had no other ground in view or they might take it

to lead the party off the track as has been done since

have had the honor of seat on this bench plead one

thing and then come in and prove another Whether it

was in time or not it would operate fraudulently

against the interests of Caldwell think the parties

after placing their defence solely on the ground of the

cancellation of the polióy should not be allowed to come

in now and say you did not produce the proofs in proper

time Moreover they had the policy in their possession

and Mr Richey had not the means of making out the

claim think the parties are estopped from setting

this up There are other issues raisedfraudulent loss

the insurance company to have an account and so on
There is no evidence to my mind that creates any

difficulty against the plaintiffs fight to recover We
have replication here the second replication to the

plea have just
been referring tothe fifth plea The

plaintiffs say
That they or one of them was at the time of their making said
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insurance the owner of said house and premises and although the 1883

said building and premises were afterwards formally conveyed to one
CALDWELL

homas Bayers yet before the said loss the said Thomas Bayers re-

conveyed the same to the said Sarah Caidwell then and still being STADACONA

the wife of the said plaintiff Samuel Cahdwell and the said Sarah
FIRE AND

Caidwell from thencefbrth and from the making of said policy and INS Co
until and at time of the said fire and the said 1055 was the owner

thereof and interested therein
enry

That brings hack the title in answer to this plea and

sufficiently specifies the legal requirements to entitle

the parties to recover think therefore the judgment

ought to be in favour of the appellant Of course the

wifes name if necessary may be struck out of the

record

GWYNNE J.This is an action wherein Samuel

Caidwell and Sarah his wife declare as plaintiffs upon

policy of insurance against loss or damage by fire

executed under the common seal of the defendant com

pany whereby the defendants insured the plaintiff

Samuel Caidwell against loss or damage by fire to

certain dwelling-house described in the policy The

policy contained the following clause Loss if any
under this policy payable to George Anderson

Esq Halifax N.S The declaration contained also

count that the defendants wrongfully deprived the

plaintiffs of the use and possession of the policy and the

plaintiffs claimed $5000 the amount insured by the

policy being $4000

To this declaration the defendants pleaded sereral

pleas and the parties having eventually joined issue

the record came down for trial before Mr Justice James

without jury The material points relied upon by

the defendants against the plaintiffs recovery at the

trial were

1st That Anderson to whom the loss if any was

declared by the policy to be payable was the person

insured and that he should have been the plaintiff
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1883 2nd That the policy had been cancelled before loss

CiLDWELL under the provisions of condition in that behalf

STADACONA
endorsed on the policy

FIRE AND 3rd That Samuel Caidwell named in the policy had

INS Co no interest in the property insured at the time of the

Gwynne
loss having sold the property whereby as was con-

tended the policy became void

4th That proof of loss was not put in within the time

prescribed by condition in that behalf endorsed on

the policy The plaintiffs contended that this condi

tion was waived but in answer to this contention the

defendants insisted that the waiver was not in writing

endorsed on the policy and signed by the companys

manager as alleged to be required by conthtion

endorsed on the policy The plaintiffs also insisted

that they were entitled to recover the full amount of

the loss under the second count upon the ground that

the defendants had wrongfully deprived plaintiffs of

the policyand prevented their making proof as required

by the conditions endorsed thereon

The learned judge before whom the cas was tried

without jury rendered verdict in favor of the plain

tiffs for the whole amount of the policy and interest

thereon

rule nisi having been obtained to set aside this

verdict as against law and evidence and upon the

points taken at the trial upon motion for non-suit the

Supreme Court of the Province of Nova Scotia made the

rule absolute upon the ground that although the court

was of opinion that waiver by the defendants of the

obligation upon the plaintiffs to make proof of their

loss within five dars as required by condition on the

policy had taken place still that such waiver was in

effectual as not being in writing endorsed on the policy

as required by the twelfth condition in that behalf and

that for this reason the plaintiffs could not recoverS
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Against this rule absolute the present appeal is brought 1883

and the whole matter has been opened before us and CAILL

point has been made which does not appear to have been
STADACONA

suggested in the courts below namely that Sarah FIRE AND

wife of Samuel Caidwell is improperly joined as plain- Io
tiff she not havino been named in the policy and

wynne
having in fact acquired any interest she has in the

property insured subsequently to the execution of the

policy This objection however is disposed of by the

ninety-fourth section of the revised statutes of Nova

Scotia 4th series ch 94 which provides that the joinder

of too many plaintiffs shall not be fatal to any action

but the plaintiff or plaintiffs entitled may recover We

may treat the action therefore as having been brought

in the name of Samuel Caldwell alone

Now that Samuel Caidwell and not Anderson was

the person insured by this policy and that he therefore

was the proper person to sue upon the policy cannot

in my opinion admit of doubt and in fact this court

has so decided in Mc Queen The Phcenix Insurance Co

case was cited from the Supreme Court of Nova

Scotia in support of the contrary contention Brush

Etna Insurance Co Whether or not we should con

cur in that decision if the precise point before the cOurt

should arise it is not necessary to express any opinion

because the material facts upon which in that case

the judgment of the court was rested do not exist in

the case befOre us That was an action of assumpsit

and not as this is an action of covenant upon policy

under seal and the expression in the policy upon which

the right of the plaintiff there to sue turned was loss

if any payable to the order of Peter Brush the plaintiff

his interest therein being as mortgagee and it appeared

that the policy was obtained by the mortgagor in pur

suance of covenant entered into by him with Brush

Can 660 Old 459
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1883 that he the mortgagor should insure the premises in

CALDWELL the name of and for the benefit of Brush These cir

STADAOONA
cumstances were rested upon as distinguishing that

FIRE AND case from Nevins Roclcingharn iire Insurance
LIFE

INs Co Co cited by the court as deciding that where

policy provides that the insurance in case of loss shall

be paid to third persoil that is not describing him

as mortgagee the action should be in the name of the

party to the policy The case of Brush 2Etna insurance

Go is therefore quite distinguishable from the present

case It is clear to me also that the defendants

must fail upon their contention that the policy

was cancelled before the loss occurred By the second

condition endorsed on the policy it was provided that

if from any cuse whatever the company or its agents

should desire to terminate the insurance effected by the

policy it should he lawful for the company or its agents

so to do by notice to the insured or his representative

and to require the policy to be given up for the purpose

of being cancelled provided that in any such case the

company shall refund to the insured ratable propor

tion for the unexpired term of the premium received

for the insurance On the 28th June 1877 while the

policy was in full forÆethe companys agents sent to

Mr Anderson the person named in the policy as

the person to whom the loss if any was to be payable

circular in the words following

Halifax June 28th 1877

Mr have to inform you that the

Stadacona Insurance Company has ordered me to notify policy

holders to insure elsewhere as the company has decided to wind-up

You will therefore take notice that their policy of insurance is can

celled from this date unearned premiums will be returned here

after

Yours

Sgd GREER

Agent

Foster 22
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No circular was sent to Caldwell Anderson 1883

whom the above circular was sent and who had no CALDWELL

instructions from Caddwell authorizing him to surrender
STADACONA

the policy although he had authority to effect insur FIRE

ance upon the property upon receipt of the above INs Co

circular took the policy which from the time of its

being effected was in Andersons custody and left it

with Greer who was also agent of the Western Insur

ance Company for the purpose as think may be

inferred from the evidence of enabling Greer to take

description of the property so that he should transfer

the policy from the defendants to the Western upon

which being done the cancellation contemplated by

the defendants circular might be consummated but no

proportion of the premium for the unexpired term

having been paid or tendered and no substitutional

policy in the Western having been effected and

accepted it is plain that no cancellation of the policy

executed by the defendants ever was consummated

even assuming Andersonto have been competent to bind

Caidwell by accepting policy in the Western in lieu

of that in the defendant company

As regards the point of waiver the ninth condition

endorsed on the policy provides that

All persons insured by the company sustaining any loss or damage

by fire are immediately to give notice to the company or its agents

and within five days after such loss or damage has occurred are to

deliver as particular an account of their loss or damage as the nature

of the case will admit of and make proof of the same by their de

claration or affirmation and by their bpoks of account or such other

proper evidence as the directors of this company or its agents may

reasonably requiieand until such declaration or affirmation account

and evidence are produced the amount of such loss Or any part

thereof shall not be payable or recoverable

And the twelfth condition provides that
None of the foregoing conditions or stipulations either in whole or

Hollingsworth Germania Insurance Uo 12 Am Rep 579
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i83 in part shall be deemed to have been waived by or on the part of

the company unless the waiver be clearly expressed in writing by
CALDWELL

endorsement on the policy signed by the manager of this company
STADACONA for Canada

FIRE AND
LIFE It was contended upon the authority of Blake Ex

INS Co
change Mutual Insurance Co. decided by the Supreme

Gwynne Court of the 3tate of Massachusetts that the twelfth

condition endorsed on the policy related to waiver of

provisions of the contract and iot to waiver of the

performance of provisions which waiver of proofs of

loss is and so that in this case verbal waiver which

was abundantly proved was sufficient do not think

it necessary to express any opinion upon this point It

would be unreasonable and unjust in the extreme that

the defendantswho by their agent refused immediately

after the occurrence of the loss to return to the insured

his policy for the purpose of enabling him to see and

comply with its provisions as to proof of loss and who

have ever since insisted upon their right to retain the

policy as cancelled before the loss occurred should be

heard to insist that the policy was not cancelled but

made void by default of the assured in making proof

of his loss within five days default which but

for the defendants wrongful detention of the policy

might never have occurred stronger case could not

think be well conceived for good answer by way of

estoppel in pais to pleading setting up such defence

and this is what is in substance done by the surrejoinder

to which the defendants do not demur rnt merely join

issue in fact an issue whiôh upon the evidence must

be found against them am moreover of opinion that

the defendants wrongf ul detention of the policy entitles

the plaintiff to recover to the full amount of his loss

within the amount insured by the policy under the

count for wrongfully depriving the plaiatiff of his

12 Gray 266
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policy If upon the demand made by Mr Richey upon 1883

behalf of the plaintiff immediately after the occurrence CALDWELL

of the loss the defendants had given up the policy to
STADACONA

the plaintiff the latter could by giving proof of his loss FIRE AND

within the time prescribed by the condition in that INS.FO

behalf upon the policy have entitled himself to recover
Gwynne

and could have recovered under the policy the amount

of his loss within the amount insured by the policy and

such amount as it appears to me upon the authority of

Woodhouse Whitely which although nisi prius

decision seems sound one is the proper measure of

damages recoverable under the second count if which

is really the sole material point in this case the plain

tiffs interest in the policy did not absolutely cease and

determine upon the sale by him of the insured premises

to Bayers by the deed dated 2nd February 1816 By

deed of that date Samuel Caidwell the plaintiff con

veyed the insured premises in fee simple to one Bayers

who by deed dated the 3rd of February 1876 conveyed

the same premises in fee simple to Sarah the wife of the

assured who then had and still has living child born

of her marriage with the plaintiff These conveyances

have the appearance of having been adopted merely as

means of transferring the property from Samuel Cald

well to his wife Sarah in fee but whether that was

their object or that the deed to Bayers was intended

to operate as conveying as it purports the beneficial

interest as well as the legal to him absolutely and that

the conveyance by him to the plaintiffs wife was

wholly independent sale subsequently contracted for

the evidence fails to give any indication nor is it neces

sary that it should for the purposes of the defendants

contention which is that immediately upon the execu

tion of the deed of the 2nd February 1876 to Bayers

all the plaintiffs interest in the policy ceased and that

1086
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1883 he cannot recover thereunder for.the loss subsequently

CALDWELL occurring to the insured property

STADACONA
The usual mode of averring the interest of the insured

FIRE AND in declaration upon policy of insurance against loss
LIFE

INS Co by fire is

Gwynne
That the plaintiff at the time of making the policy and thence

until and at the time of the damage and loss hereinafter mentioned

was interested in the said premises so insured as aforesaid to the

amount so insured thereon

But in no decided case is it held that the interest which
the assured had at the time of the insurance being

effected continued thence continuously until the loss

should appear in evidence to entitle the assured to

recover In Sadlers Co Badcocle Lord Hardwick

held merely that the insured should have an interest

in the property at the time of insuring and at the

time the loss happens and the usual form of plea to the

above averments of interest in the declaration traversing

such interest is as is the fourth plea to the declaration

in this case that the plaintiff was not at the time of the

alleged damage and loss interested in the said dwel1ing

house as alleged

The question as to the revival of policy in favor of

the assured upon reconveyance to him after sale by

him of the insured propy does not appear so far as

my research has enabled me to find ever to have come

up for decision in the English courts r1 he case of Reed

Jole cited in the argument before us is not the

case of revival of policy upon reconveyance after

eale by the assured but of an interest reserved by the

assured at the time of the sale which the court held to

be sufficient in that case to enable him to recover under

the policy notwithstanding the sale The action was

one upon the case upon articles of agreement constitut

ing society for the mutual assurance of each others

Atk 554 Burr 1512
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ships and which was executed by the plaintiff and the 1883

defendant whereby the parties thereto engaged that CALDWELL

when and so often as any of the ships wherein any of
STADACONA

the members of the society had property should be lost FIRE AND

the rest should contribute to such loss Every member sJo
was obliged to prove property of 500 in the ship

and if he would cease to be member he was obliged

to give six months notice The defendant pleaded that

the plaintiff had parted with his interest in the ship

before the loss happened To this plea the plaintiff

replied that by articles of agreement with the purchaser

of the ship the plaintiff had agreed to pay 500 if

loss happened within three months and therefore that

he was interested during the vOyage in which the loss

occurred to this the defendant demurred and it was

held that in virtue of this agreement the plaintiff still

had an interest in the safety of the ship and that he

had not parted with all his interest in it but continued

to.be interested quoad his loss and that as he continued

contributory to the losses of others at the time when

his loss happened it was but just and equitable and

within the words and meaning of the agreement that

they should contribute to his

The American courts do however furnish cases bear

ing upon the question

Now the policy declared upon in this case upon its

face is stated to be upon building owned and

occupied by the assured as dwelling but there is

nothing in the terms of the policy or in the conditions

endorsed thereon to the effect that in the event of any

alienation sale or transfer of the property insured or

any change in the title thereto the policy shall become

void the case stands therefore upon the general la
affecting contract of insurance against loss by fire

without any such stipulation expressed thexein and the

obligation of the contract is to make good to the assured

17
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1883 any loss or damage to the property by fire occurring

CALDWELL within the time for which the policy protects it within

STADACONA
the amount named in the policy and such loss or

FIRE AND damage as is laid down in Laurent The Chatham In-

LIFE

INS Co surance by the Superior Court of the state of New York

is to be estimated according to the actual value of
Gwynne

the property at the time the loss occurs and not upon
the probable value to the plaintiff of his enjoyment of

his interest in the property

In Phillips on insurance paragraph 93 it is said

that mortgaging the insured premises is not an aliena

tion within the provision of the charter of an In

surance Co making void an alienation by sale or other

wise citing as authoriLy Conover Mutual Insurauce

Co of Albanij in which one ground stated for the

decision is that the assured still retained his insurable

interest to the amount of the full value and in para

graph 187 Phillips says that change of an absolute

ownership to an interest as mortgagee or other interest

not required to be specially described in the policy

does not defeat policy on the subject which does not

specify the kind of interest which is insured and he

gives the case in Burrowes above noted and Stetson

Massachusetts Mutual Fire Insurance Co as authority

for this proposition The latter case was one where

to an action upon fire insurance policy the de

fendants pleaded that the plaintiff being the owner

of dwelling-house insured it in the defendant

company of which by insuring he became member
and that after effecting the policy and before the fire

he conveyed onehalf in value of the dwelling.thouse

to one to hold in fee simple saving term

of seven years which the plaintiff reserved therein

which term he immediately assigned to the said

Hall N6 44 Denio 254

Mass 330
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and one so that at the time the house was con- 1888

sumed he the plaintiff was not the owner of the house CALDWETL

according to the form and effect of the policy and the
STADACONA

rules of the company To this plea the plaintiff replied FIRE AND
LIFE

that at the time of making the deed to he the INS Co

said conveyed back the same premises to the
Gwynne

plaintiff by way of mortgage conditioned for the pay
ment of sum of money which the plaintiff averred

was not paid pursuant to the conditjofl nor at any time

The plaintiff then set forth lease from him to

and 0- of the premises comprised in the mortgage

for the term of seven years reserving rent to be paid

quarterly with right of re-entry reserved in case of

non-payment to this replication the defendants demur

red and it was held that taking all the writings together

the sale of the moiety was substantially to be considered

as conditional sale after the expiration of seven years

and it was held that the replication was good answer

in law to the plea and that the plaintiff was entitled

to recover the full value of the building destroyed within

the amount for which it was by the policy insured In

Bell Firernens insurance Co the Supreme Court

of Louisiana in 1843 seems to have entertained con

trary opinion but in the same case upon its coming up

again on bill of exceptions after second trial and in

Bell Western Marine and Fire Insuraace Jo of New

Orleans which was an action upon policy covering

the same property the court cites and follows the cases

above cited and expressly held that it is not necessary

that the inteiest of the insured at the time of the

insurance and at.the time of the loss should be iden

tical when the policy contains no clause forbidding

sale or change of interest without the assent of the in

surers In the same court in 1841 in the case of

Rob La 423 Rob La 443

Mass 3O and Burr 1b12
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1883 Macarty The Commercial Insurande Company

CALDWELL where the owner of property insured had made dona

tion inter vivos of the insured property by authentic act

FIRE AND in full property to the donee without any restriction or

INS Co qualification whatever except against alienation other

Gwynne
wise than by last will and testament it was upon very

clear principle decided that evidence could not be re

ceived to show that it was agreed orally between the

donee and the donor that the latter was to receive and

enjoy the rents and profits of the premises during his

lifetime pay the taxes and make all necessary repairs

with view to establishing that he had qualified

interest or right of property amounting to insurable

interest sufficient to enable him to recover under

policy effected before the donation for loss by fire oc

curring after it The court howeverproceeded to say
that even if the evidence could have been received the

right to receive the rents which it was said the donee

had agreed to let the plaintiff enjoy was an interest of

character and value so different from that which the

assured had at the time of the insurance being effected

that he could not recover under the policy at least not

to the full amount of the damage done to tlie insured

property whatever weight we should feel disposed

to give to this expression of opinion is materially

diminished by the consideration that it was quite un

necessary to the determination of the case before the

court which proceeded upon the inadmissibility of the

evidence which was offered to contradict the authentic

instrument and which evidence had been and rightly-

as the court held rejected The opinion seems at van
ance with the rule as laid down by Mr Phillips in his

187th paragraph above quoted.aiid with the cases cited

byhim in supportof that rule and with other cases for

reservation of right to receive and enjoy the rents

Bennets Ins Cas 60
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issues and profits of an estate for the life of the grantor 1883

of the fee simple to stranger subject to such reserva- CALDwELL

tion effected by legal instrument seems to entitle the
STADAOONA

owner of the estate so reserved for life to insure to the FIRE AND

lull value of the property and to recover upon policy INjo
which had been effected by himself when seized in fee

Gwynne

simple equally as in the case of change from absolute

ownership to an interest as mortgagee or to any other

interest not required to be specifically described in the

policy

In Franklin Insurance Co Drake the Court of

Appeal for the state of Kentucky in 1841 held that

husband having by his wife living child had right

to insure in his own name building of which his wife

was seized in fee and upon loss by fire occurring to

recover the full value of the building destroyed not

exceeding the amount insured by the policy The

court said

Drake the husband had unquestionably an insurable interest

and right to effect the policy he had right to the use and en

joyment of the premises or their rents during the joint lives of him

self and wife and he would be tenant by the courtesy after the

death of his wife If the assured had an insurable interest at the

time of the insurance and also at the time of the loss he has right

to recover the whole amount of the damage to the property not

exceeding the amount insured without regard to the value of the

assureds interest in the property

Worthington Bearse decided by the Supreme

Court of the state of Massachusetts in 1866 is an

express authority that in the case of an absolute sale of

property insured and the subsequent reconveyance of

the property to the assured policy effected before the

sale becomes revived upon the reconveyance so as to

entitle the person insured by the policy to recover for

loss occurring after the reconveyance The property

nsured in that cs was 8hip and Bigelow C.J

Mcn 48 12 Alle 382
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1883
deliveringthe judgment of the court declares the law

CADWELI to be that although for time namely while the

STADACONA property in the vessel should be in another the assured

FIRE AND had parted with his insurable interest still his rights

INS Co to recover on the policy was not gone for ever that it

was only suspended durino the time that the title of
Gwynne

the.vessel was vested in the vendee and was revived

again on the reconveyance to the assured during the

term specified in the policy Although that was the

case of reconveyance of the same estate as had been

previously sold by the assured and it is contended here

that the estate of the assured at the time of the loss

was quite different from that which he had at the time

the insurance was effected still the reasoning upon
which the judgment in that case was rested appears

to be equally applicable to the present case The Chief

Justic there says

The insurance was for one year There was no stipulation or con

dition in the policy that the assured should not convey or assign his

interest in the vessel during this period The contract of insurance

was absolute to insure the interest of person named in particular

subject for specific timefor this entire risk an adequate premium

was paid and the policy duly attached because the assured at the

inception of the risk had an insurable interest in the policy So too

at the time of the loss all the facts necessaiy to establish valid

claim under the policy existed No fact is shown from which any

inference can be made that by the alienation of the title to the

vessel the risk of the insurers upon the subsequent re-transfer of

the vessel to the assured was in any degree increased or affected or

that any loss injury or prejudice to the underwriter was occasioned

by the fct that the absolute title to the vessel was temporarily

vested in third pers

And again

The sole effect would be to suspend the risk for the time during

which by reason of the transfer the assured had no interest in the

subject insured and to revive it as soon as the origihal interest was

re-vested in him The transfer of the vessel rendered the policy

inoperative not void It could have no effect vhile the assured had

interest in the subject insured but wlen this interest was revived
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or restored during the term designated in the policy without any 1883

increase or change of risk or other prejudice to the underwriter
CALDWELL

there seems to be no valid reason for holding that the policy has

become extinctinasmueh as neither the person nor the subject STADAC0NA

insured is changed and the risk remains the same the intermediate
FIRE AND

LIFE

transfer is an immaterial fact which can in no way affect the claim INS Co

under the policy
Gwynne

In the case before us it is however contended that

although neither the person nor the subject insured is

changed still the interest of the person in the subject

was wholly changed and became of quite different

character from what the interest of the assured was

when the policy was effected but the interest of

Samuel CaidwelL after the re-conveyance by Bayers to

Samuels wife Sarah was of such nature as entitled

him to insure to the full value of the property and he

retained such interest at the time of the loss There is

nothing in the evidence from which any inference can

be drawn that nor is there any suggestion even that

the risk was increased after the transfer to the wife nor

that the insurers had not the same security arising from

the nature of the interest of Samuel Caldwell after the

execution of the deed to his wife by Bayers that he

would use all the precautions to avoid the calamity in

sured against equally as if his interest had remained

identically as it was when the policy was effected The

insurable interest then of Samuel Caldwell in the pro

perty insured after the conveyance to his wife by Bayers

being such as to entitle him to ensure to the full value

of the property equally as the interest which he had

when the policy was effected and such interest existing

at the time of the loss and there being nothing in the

policy prohibiting any change of title during the time

designated in the policy for its continuance the condi

tion of the policy was as it appears to me satisfied

and there being no suggestion of any increase of risk or

prejudice to the insurers by reason of the change which
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1883 has occurred in the interest of the assured as well upon

CALDWELL principle as upon the express authority of Worthington

Bearse which appears to me to be founded on sound
STADACONA

FIRE AND reason and upon the authority of the text of Phillips

INS Co supported as it is by authority am of opinion that

the plaintiff Samuel Caidweil is entitled to recover
wynne

under the policy to the full value of the house destroyed

within the amount insured He was entitled to the

uncontrolled possession and enjoyment of the property

or of its rents and profits during the joint lives

of himself and his wife and he was tenant by the

curtesy initiate and entitled to payment of the full

amount of damage done to the property insured by the

r1sk ensured against within the amount stated in the

policy unless the defendants should avail themselves

of the benefit of the condition endorsed on the policy

enabling them to re-instate the house so that the in

sured should have the full benefit of his right of

possession and enjoyment

As to the contention of the defendants that the

policy is avoided by fraudulent representaiou of the

value of the house and of the amount of loss can see

nothing in the evidence in support of this contention

What the plaintiff paid for the house wheiº it stood

upon the lot from which he removed it can afford no

criterionof its valu asit stood upon the lot where it

was rebuilt The learned judge before whom the case

was tried without jury does not appear to have

thought the amount stated in the policy to be in excess

of the value of the house destroyed nor does such

contention appear to have been brought under his

notice at the trial and in the rule taken out in the

Supreme Court of No.ra Scotia to set aside the verdict

the ground that the verdict is for excessive damages

is not taken see no sufficient reason therefore

justify the setting aside of the verdict an4 send-
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ing the case down for new trial think therefore 1883

that this appeal should be allowed with costs and that CALDWET

the rule nisi for new trial in the court below should
STADACONA

be discharged with costs and that the name of Sarah FIRE AND
LIFE

Oaldwell as plaintiff should be erased from the record INS Co

and judgment entered for Samuel Caldwell as sole

plaintiff

Appeal allOwed with costs

Solicitor for appellants .111 Richey

Solicitor for respondents Casgrain


